Abstract

This report gives a detailed description of ZJU_EDL system manufacture by team ZJU_EDL, which submitted to the NIST TAC Knowledge Base Population (KBP2019) Entity Discovery and Linking Track. Our system consists of two cascaded components, use Location Model to detect the mentions from documents and Typing Model distribute a single label to the mentions with the assistant of Linking Model. Since the datasets we have are all generated from distant supervision, we also apply a series of methods to denoise our dataset.

1 Introduction

This report gives a detailed description of ZJU_EDL system manufacture by the team ZJU_EDL. As shown in figure (1), our system consists of two cascaded components, use Location Model to detect the mentions from documents and Typing Model distribute a single label to the mentions with the assistant of Linking Model. Since the datasets we have are all generated from distant supervision, we also apply a series of methods to denoise our dataset.

2 Dataset

2.1 Dataset Merge

To generate a training set, we merge our dataset from four different datasets.

- Fine-Grained Entity Recognizer (Figer) Dataset (Ling and Weld, 2012): Figer is a fine grain dataset that formulates the tagging problem as a multi-class, multi-label classification problem. It introduces a set of 112 overlapping entity types curated from Freebase types. However multi-label is unfit for our task, the problem happens in Figer and Ultra-fine which will be mentioned in the next item. As a result we have to refine the labels, then choose the single label instances among them. Unbalancing between types also troubles us a lot in which the top 5 types cover 80 percent of the data in Figer.

- Ultra-fine Entity Typing Dataset (Choi et al., 2018): The ultra-fine dataset is much more diverse and fine grained when compared to most existing datasets. The entity is divided into NOM and NAM, and the Ultra-fine dataset generated from head-word supervision is full of NOM, we use the Entity-Linking supervision dataset only.

- Wikipedia Dataset: In order to avoid the multi-type problem, We construct a dataset from single linking from Wikipedia, and we choose the single type instances among it.
• **RPI Dataset** (Pan et al., 2017): RPI created silver-standard annotation derived from Wikipedia markups for 16K+ YAGO (Suchanek et al., 2007) entity types. Although the RPI is one of the most complete data we got, the noise in the RPI dataset is so vast that an entity could gain a lot of different kinds of labels in the dataset. In this paper, we gather the information of all RPI mention to types count, and choose the top one type as mention’s type.

2.2 Type Mapping

Since the task was change from YAGO types to Active Interpretation of Disparate Alternatives (AIDA) types, we have to make a type mapping to make our dataset still usable. To convert the label space, we manually map a single label from our AIDA vocabulary to each formal-language type in the YAGO, Figer and Ultra-fine ontology. We first add up the types that appear in the dataset, and sort to get top use type that appears in the dataset, and we collect the description sentence to generate vector then use dot product similarity match as a candidate recommend type. With the information and helper of similarity score, we ask crowd annotators to annotate top types map. We make two assumptions:

**Assumption 2.1** If type A is an ancestor of type B, then the type map of A is also usable for type B. Under the guidance of this assumption, we finally map 4000 Yago types to AIDA types.

To solve the shortage of some specific types data, we finally have to face the serious multi-type problem, for example, ‘country’ is always co-occur with ‘government’ in Figer, we have to force the type to single country for whose frequency is more often. As a result, our Map gain more than 82 percent of labels appear in AIDA labels and we finally own our new AIDA dataset with amount of 8 million.

3 Data Processing

Since the dataset is constructed through distance supervision, there is a lot of noise in the dataset for entity typing. The noise in the constructed dataset mainly consists of the following three different types of noise:

- **Wrong Entity Types**: the entities are assigned with wrong entity types as labels. For example, there is a large percentage of mention “U.S.” in the constructed dataset is assigned the label “Cash”, but in the context, its true label should be "Country”.

- **Wrong Entity Name Extent**: the extent of entity names labeled in the dataset is incorrect. For example, “the Eiffel Tower” is labeled as an entity name in the dataset, however, the correct extent should be “Eiffel Tower”.

- **Misspelling of Entity Names**: the names of entities is misspelled.

We focus on the Wrong Entity Types noise which is the dominant one among the above three types of noise. In order to reduce the impact of this kind of noise, we proposed a method called recursive denoising procedure to denoise the dataset, which will be described in the next subsection.

3.1 Recursive Denoising Procedure

Although a certain percentage of mentions in the dataset are labeled with incorrect entity types, there
are still a large number of correctly labeled examples for each entity type. Named entities of the same entity type often appear in similar contexts and act as homogeneous semantic roles, so we can use the context of these entities to correct the labels of examples that are mislabeled. For instance, there are many instances of “U.S.” in the dataset that should be labeled “Country” being incorrectly labeled “Cash”, but there are more mentions with context similar to “U.S.” correctly labeled as “Country”. To do so, we trained an entity typing model by masking the mentions with a high probability to force the model to make predictions using the context, so that the model can be used to correct the incorrect labels of the examples. Figure 2 illustrates the process, which is described as follows:

1. For every example $e_i$ in an entity typing dataset $D$, the sentence, mention string and labeled entity type of $e_i$ are denoted as $s_i$, $x_i$, $y_{label_i}$ respectively. Let current dataset $D_e$ be the origin entity typing dataset $D_s$ and $n$ be the number of all possible entity types.

2. Split $D_e$ into k-folds (k=5 in our experiments) sets $\{D_1', ..., D_k'\}$ by tuple ($x_i$, $y_{label_i}$), so that there is no identical ($x_i$, $y_{label_i}$) in each fold.

3. Do k-fold cross-validation on $\{D_1', ..., D_k'\}$ by using each fold $D_i$ ($i = 1, ..., k$) once as validation set while the k-1 remaining folds form the training set. During the training and validation stages of each round of the k-fold cross-validation, the mention $x$ of every example $e$ is masked. For each example $e$ in $D_i$ with label $y_{label_i}$, the trained entity typing model will give the probability of each entity type. If the probability $p_{pred}$ of predicted entity type $y_{pred}$ and the probability $p_{label}$ of labeled entity type $y_{label}$ satisfy:

$$p_{pred} - p_{label} >= g_j$$

where $g_j (j = 1, ..., n)$ is a predefined gap for each entity type, we change the label of $e$ to $y_{pred}$. After doing so, we could get new k-folds sets $\{D_1', ..., D_k'\}$, let $D_c = \sum_{i=1}^{k} D_i'$.

4. Repeat step2, 3 for 2 times. Let the final denoised dataset $D_d$ be $D_c$.

### 3.2 Entity Typing Model

Our entity typing model aimed to generate classification results from the combined input of mention and its context. For an instance, ‘China’ is the detected mention with context ‘He is from China’, model will tell us ‘China’ is a ‘Country’ based on specific context.

In this sense, our model needs to pay more attention to construct the representations of mention and context.

Bert model is responsible for generating origin simple representations of mention and context independently, and then more complicate mechanisms like attention (Vaswani et al., 2017), fusion (Xiong et al., 2019) will be introduced to form more accurate representations.

Once we get the attentive representation, a simple fully connected layer will be adopted as classification decoder, and some hierarchy loss (Xu and Barbosa, 2018) can be added to model complex hierarchy structure.
The United States and Russia shared similar...

Similar training strategies are adopted like previous Bert entity recognition model.

Besides, the entity model also plays the role of data denoising model. During the denoising process, the only difference is that the mention is masked, more details can be referred to sec 3.1.

4 Mention Detection and Denoising

Bert Entity Recognition: our entity recognition model inherits the classic named entity recognition architecture which uses BiLSTM (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997) CRF (conditional random field) (Lafferty et al., 2001) to generate sequence output of "BIO" tags from origin word sequence input. With regard to this entity recognition task, we only need to find the boundaries of the entity without having to judge the specific type of the entity. For example, if origin word sequence is "He is from China", model will generate an output like "O O O B", which pointed out the word "China" is a named entity. In order to introduce the powerful representation ability of pretrained model, we use Bert as our word representation instead of simple word vector, and followed by the classic Bi-LSTM CRF architecture.

In the training stage, we firstly only train the Bi-LSTM CRF framework with a larger learning rate, and then train both Bert and Bi-LSTM CRF with a smaller learning rate jointly.

In the stage for practical application, python package Spacy is added to assist entity recognition. Just take the previous sentence as an example, "He is from China" will be firstly tokenized by Spacy to generate several tokens, 'He', 'is', 'from' and 'China', both our Bert model and Spacy model will give their options about 'BIO' tags of the tokens.

According to our observation results, Spacy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) will have a lower recall but a higher accuracy than our Bert model. So the results generated from Spacy are used to fix Bert model’s results, some issues such as wrong entity extents can be solved in this way. After some rule-based method like this, final recognition result will be given out.

5 Linking and RPI Search Engine

Entity linking and RPI search engine also play a vital role in assisting entity typing.

Linking model tries to link the simple mention to a trusted named entity. For example, mention 'China' will be linked to country entity 'China'. It can be seen that the linking process has considered both the mention itself and its specific context, so the linking result should have a high confidence. Once an entity is linked, the provided table(yago at least10.json) which maps entity to its types will be used to get the entity’s type set.
mask.

Sometimes we will encounter the situation that one mention can't be linked to a specific entity, so it's necessary to get a type mask from another way. We notice a pretty large corpus called RPI was released as optional material, but this corpus is not suitable for training data because of its noise, and not reliable for using because of its data size. So we develop a search engine under these circumstances, the search engine will tell us which types can the mention be founded, in other words, this information can be used as an additional type mask as well.

6 Submission Strategy

We basically designed two submission strategies. The first submission is the best of our model, The second is based on the first one, we add document level information by electing the type with the highest score through all the same mention in the same document as mention's final type.

The best results of ZJU-EDL System of two evaluation windows can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Window 1</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window 2</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The Official Results of ZJU-EDL System in 2019 TAC-KBP EDL Evaluation.
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